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Abstract: It is found the necessary and sufficient condition 
for having the first phase of differential equation y" + q(t)y = 
= 0 in the form <?((t) = \f [ ftfqWdt] , where ^=(f(s)£C 3, 
W (s) / 0 is a given function. This problem is solved in a 
connection with the case, when the series in the exponent of 
the WKB solution of the given equation with a suitable coeffi-
cient q(t) reduces into a finite sum. 
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Introduction 
It is known that the solution of the differential equation 
4 z z" - 5 z'2 = 0 (1) 
forms the connecting article between some areas of linear dif-
ferential equation of the second order 
y" + q(t)y = 0. (2) 
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So for example in [6] there is shown that just when q(t) is in 
(2) the positive solution (1) in the interval j, then there 
exists such base u,(t), u«(t) differential equation (2) in j, 
than the first phase ( [ij) K(t) of this base is a primitive 
function to the function /q(t) in interval j. In [l] there is 
proved that the differential equation with parameter A of the 
form 
Af(t)y = o, (3) 
in which the coefficient f(t) is the solution of the equation 
(1) in j, and it shows that property that the series in exponent 
of their WKB solutions ( [2], [7]) in interval j is reduced into 
a finite sum. 
The solution of the equation (1) is possible to use also 
in asyptotic integration (for t -* + o© ) differential equation 
(2) in so called elliptic case, as it is made for example in 
[3] , [8]. The expression %fifUFSdl? , respectively |*/q(»d?w 
appears in the last mentioned cases in the main members of 
asymptotica. 
It is possible naturally to generalize the above mentioned 
considerations, when we request this expression to be in the 
form U[ f^qtMdt J , where f = ^(s) is the given function 
which properties will be precised in the next text. 
Contribution to the phases theory 
Theorem 1. Let it be in the differential equation 
y" + q(t)y = 0 (2) 
q(t)>0 in interval j. Be s(t) = J /q(V)dV primitive function 
to the function /q(t) in j with values in interval j'. Let 
lf=(f(s)€ C3, ^(s) / 0 be in j. To exist such base u ^ t ) , 
u«(t) equation (2) in j, that the first phase (A of this base 
is in the form 
(A(t) = (flj IlqTFId?'] 
it is necessary and sufficient, the function q(t) to satisfy in 
j nonlinear differential equation of the second order 
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4 z z" - 5 z'~ + U[{(f,s\ + lfг(s) - l]z^ = 0. (4) 
In the equation (4) and it further denotes * = -j— and the symbol 
f 7 1 V
7
" 3 *? 
(/,s J" = -j -4- - j ?- Schwarz's derivation of the function (J 
with respect to *s . 
P r o o f . The function (A.(t) as the first phase satisfies 
in j nonlinear differential equation of the third order ( [l]) 
-2, - { r i . t } - ^ ' ( t ) + q(t) = 0. 
I t holds: 
( 5 ) 
oЄ = f q ( t ) + Ч 
q ' ( t ) 
2/qTtУ 
<K" - V5 q(t)/qTE7 + lip q ' ( t ) + i> [i s l i i i _ I q '
2 ( t ) 1 
7 2 RTTT 4 q(t)vlqTtT 
and after substitution to (5) we get identically in j 
.2 .2 • 1 L 3 Y_ 
" 9 ' 4 / 4 q(t) 16 q2(t) 
4 q q" - 5 q'
2
 + 16[{^,s] + f (s) - l] q
3
 = 0. 
2. Let the function q(t) satisfy in j differential equation 
(4). Then the function 
tX(t) • Íi\ / q(î-)ďľ] 
satisfies in j nonlinear differential equation (5) and thus it 
is the phase of the differential equation (2) by the certain 
base u,, U2. 
Remarks. 1. If G?(s) = s in j', then the equation (4) is 
reduced in the equation (1). This case is studied in [G] . The 
functions q(t) = (at + b)~ satisfy to the conditions of the 
theorem. 
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2. Let q(t) < 0 be in j and let s(t) = / /-qCttdT be the 
primitive function to /-q(t) in j with values in intervaj j'. 
Be *p = *p (c)eC3, V}/(s) / 0 in j '. If we lay in the preceding 
theorem KP - i ̂  , then the necessary and sufficient condition 
(4) obtains the form 
.2 
= 0. 4 z z" - 5 z '
2 + 1 6 [ - { t , s ] + f (s) + l ] z 
t i 
Real ly, for cX(t) = i ^ [ j If-qCMd?*] gradually we get: 




i[C|) q(t) + Ҷ Ч ( t ) ] , 
2|f-q(t) 
-i{ y /-q(t)q(t) + | І|) q'(t) + lj> q " ( t ) + 
2||-q(t) 
q ' 2 ( t ) 
4lf(-q(t))
] 
so after substitution to (5) it works out: 
q[{f ,s}- f
2
(s)-l] - } f _ ^ = 0 , 
what after simple modification gives (4 ). 
On a certain modification of the WKB method 
The substance of the classic WKB method consists in the 
following: there is given the differential equation 




 0(t)]y = 0, (6) 
in which A is a (big) parameter, f(t) i 0 and g(t) are the func­
tions of independent variable t in interval j, which have in j 
derivations of the arbitrary order. By transformation 
y = exp [ | u(T)dr] 





 - ( A
2
f + g) = o. (7) 
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If we solve this equation formally by series of the form 
u = Z_ "(t) V
n






(t) of the series (8) work out these con-
ditions: 
"„ = f . 
• . • - - % 
2 







foг n * 2. 
Remarks. 1. Supposition about non-vanishing function f 
guaranties besides the sense of formulae (9) for every t € j 
further also that, the equation (6) hasn't transition points 
in j. 
2. In (7) it is among others proved that if in j identically 
holds u«(t) = 0, then u (t) = 0 in j for every n - 2 and series 
(8) is reduced in a finite sum. Besides, there are found here 
the conditions to vanish the coefficient u (t) for n = 1,2,3,4 
n ' 
and 5 in interval j. 
Following on the preceding paragraph now let us lay in the 
equation (6) 
.2 .2 
f(t) = V* (s)q(t), g(t) =- [/ (s) - l]q(t) , 
where s(t) =J fqOtOd?* , so this equation will obtain the form 
y" - [( A 2 + 1) f (s) - l]q(t)y = 0. (10) 
Theorem 2. Be y>=/(s)6C 3, ^ (s) ^ 0 in interval j', q(t)eC
2 
positive function in interval j. Let s(t) = J [^(T^dT* be pri-
mitive function to the function /q(t) in j with values in j'. 
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Let further be u , n = 0, 1, 2,... denotes the coefficient of 
the formal series (8). 
' If the function q(t) is a solution of nonlinear diferent-
ial equation of the second order 
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0 (4) 4 z z" - 5 z'2 + 16[[y>,s] + y (s) - l]z-
i n j , then u ( t ) = 0 in j for every n - 2. 
P r o o f . I t i s s u f f i c i e n t to prove ( [ 7 ] ) that in j holds 
u 2 ( t ) - 0. In correspondence with (9) we get gradual ly : 
u0 = eyes) f^ct), e - - 1 , 
ýj q(t) + ү Ĺ Ш 
2 / q ( t ) 
•2, 
2«ŕ И ( t ) 
_1 Г5q-Z(t) - 4q(t)q"(t) _ f ^ s J q ( t ; 
/ q ( t ) ' 1 6 q 2 ( t ) гЧ 
- [</> (s) - l ] q ( t ) 
J 32 V / q 5 ( t ) l 1  ү f -
2 
4 q ( t ) q " ( t ) 
- 5q'2(t) + 16[{^,sJ + If (s) - l]q3(t) j , 
what proves the assertion of theorem. 
Remarks: 1. If </(s) = s in j', then the equation (10) is 
reduced in the equation (1). In this case are formal asymptotic 
solutions of the equation (10) in the form 
'1,2* - AJ* /^FTdř ] 
i-4 with function q(t) = (at + b)~ and they are the accurate so­
lutions of this equation. Generally, we get on the supposition, 
above mentioned in theorem 2, the solutions 
1 
y 1 > 2(t,A) = if (s)q(t)] e x p ( i A ^ [ j f i ( í ) d r ] J . ( I D 
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2. If q(t)<0, let us consider instead of (10) the equation 
.2 
(A - D Ҷ (s) + i q(t)y = 0 , 
which is possible to write in the form 
(Л - D > (s) +1 -q(t) y = 0 . (10 ) 
In the equation (10') l e t us lay 
t 
s = f / - q C t t d?- , (^(s) = i if ( s ) . 
.2 .2 
Then holds W (s) = - U^ (s) and the equation (10') obtains the 
form 
[ (Л 2 - 1) t (s) - 1 -q(t)]y = 0 ( 1 2 ) 
For i t s WKB c o e f f i c i e n t s we get gradually 
u 0 = t Vp (s) / - q ( t ) , 
ý |ř q t л ; + 2q t7 
í-q(t) - l ' )
 16 q 2 ( t ) 4 q( t ) 
- to q( t ) - q ( t ) | = - I 
32 U/ q 2 ( t ) | ( - q ( t ) <• 
- 5q'2(t) - lfiUy.sJ - lj/ (s) - l] q
3 ( t : 
4q(t)q"(t) 
From here we can see that if q(t) satisfies in j the equation 
.2 
16[- {f,s\ + ^ (s) + l]z3 = 0, (4') 4 z z" - 5 z'L + 
then is u (t) - 0 in j for every n - 2. The relevant formal so-
lutions y, 2 ( t , .X ) in this case will be real again and it is 
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possible to obtain them as real, respectively, imaginary part 
from some of expressions 
{vj/ (s) [-q(t)]] exp / i i A [f [ J fqCt) dt ] J . 
Examples 
r , .2 
1. If <̂ (s) = arctg s, then \Y,s\ + ^ (s) = 0 in j' = (-*©, 
+ ©o) and differential equation (4) has in this case the form 
4 z z" - 5 z'2 - 16 z3 = 0 
The functions 
q(t) = 7 l J l T2 • ( 1 3 ) 
[(at + br - 16]1 
respectively 
q(t) = 1 y (14) 
(2t + c T 
are positive solutions of this equation ([4], 6.162); a ^ 0, b, 
c in (13), (14) are arbitrary constants. 
Differential equations (2) with coefficient q(t) in the 
form (13), (14) satisfy in convenient interval j to suppositions 
of theorems 1 and 2. At the same time the equation (2) with 
coefficient (14) is itself to itself accompanying with the base 
d = 0, G M ([5]). 
2. We reach the some result as in the case 1 if we choose 
^(s) = arctg || ~ g , ad - bc>0. For s€j', - - 4 j' we get 
.2 
{̂ ,s | + l/? (s) = 0 as well. 
3. If W(s) = | In { t I in interval j'c(-l,l), then here 
.2 
• ill/ ,si + W (s) = 0 and the equation (4') has in this case 
the form 
4 z z" - 5 z'2 + 16 z3 = 0 
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Negative solutions of this equation are ([4], 6.162) functions 
2 
q(t) = 16a* 
[(at + ЪГ + 16]' 
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